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About This Content

Take control of pure power with the latest entry to our Pro Range! Created in exacting detail and with a variety of realistic
operating features, the Norfolk Southern General Electric C39-8 is a six-axle (C-C), 390,000-pound, 3,900-horsepower

locomotive capable of tying onto the heaviest unit coal trains, yet also able to hustle intermodal traffic.

A member of General Electric’s “Dash 8” locomotive line that featured advanced microprocessor control for efficiency and
improved reliability and modular components for ease of maintenance, the C39-8 was constructed by GE from 1984 through
1987 and 161 units (including a slightly modified C39-8E model) were constructed. Far and away the largest customer for the

C39-8 was Norfolk Southern, which purchased 114 C39-8s from 1984 through 1986.

The NS C39-8 as crafted by Virtual Rail Creations is an authentic re-creation of Norfolk Southern’s distinctive units, which
were configured to primarily operate long-hood forward with a single bi-directional control stand. The husky GEs were both

powerful and resilient, and C39-8s served Norfolk Southern for a quarter-century before being retired in 2009.
The Norfolk Southern C39-8 is packed with realistic operating features, including cold-start options, a detailed and interactive
master controller and rear-of-cab control panel, working Head-of-Train and End-of-Train devices, and Pennsylvania Railroad-

style cab signals. And the locomotive is provided in clean, weathered, and snow-dressed versions of the classic Norfolk Southern
livery.
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You want to put this big GE diesel to work, so the pack contains four career scenarios on the Train Simulator Horseshoe Curve
route (route available separately). Along with the Norfolk Southern C39-8, this pack also includes a range of rolling stock,

highlighted by NS’s innovative Triple Crown 53-foot RoadRailers in two variations (smooth-side and ribbed), as well as modern
2-bay covered hoppers in Norfolk & Western and Southern liveries, and a Norfolk Southern 100-ton, three-bay coal hopper.

Included Scenarios

Four career scenarios for the Horseshoe Curve Route Add-On are included:

The Hostler

The Grinder

Dynamic Help

Road Railed

Please Note: Horseshoe Curve Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play the scenarios featured
in this add-on.

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Norfolk Southern General Electric C39-8 in clean and weathered liveries

Advanced operating features, including engine start-up procedures and cab signals

Working HOT and EOT devices

Norfolk Southern Triple Crown 53-foot RoadRailers (two versions)

2-bay covered hopper in Norfolk & Western and Southern Railway liveries

Norfolk Southern 100-ton open-top hopper

Career scenarios for the Horseshoe Curve route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 318.3 MB
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I'll start with this, it is not that good of a game, there are way better magical girls games even on the PC such as: Most of the
Touhou games, most of the Hyperdimension Neptunia games, Magical Battle Arena: Next, Magical Girl Lyrical Nanoha (PSP),
Madoka Magica (Dungeon Crawler for the PSP), Madoka Magica (hack & slash for the PS Vita, not that good actually but fun
nonetheless if you like Madoka Magica and magical girls) and supposedly that Blue Reflection is also a magical girl game but i
didn't play it yet so i can't say if it is any good, etc.. there are other games but i'll go on with the review now.

The reason it is not that good is because it is lacking, gameplay could be a bit better but otherwise content-wise it is lacking, the
price for the game as of today is 10.99$ which isn't so bad but this game should be sold for about 5$.
And i would have prefer a game with more characters and more copyrights, more content and better gameplay for of course, a
higher price (a game worth 20$ - 30$ would hav ebeen fine).

So in the end, it is not that bad if you wait for a sale (-80% 2.19$) but they should have made something bigger, a bigger project
instead of a small project like this.

6.5\/10 - You can't except something big at this price but the actual price should be 5$ instead of 10$ and it would still be great
to have a bigger game with more characters, content and stuff, and a better gameplay.. awfully buggy game! Not enjoyable..
Bored  Fun . Very short, but hey, it's only a euro. Nice for scaring first-time Vive users a bit :). i cant save my game. ;-(. I didn't
even realise this was a DLC, I natrually assumed it was (and should have been) in the base game
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I have fun with the game. This will need a patch to optimize the code. With 25+ trains on the map, the movement of the train
become chaostic because display can't handle it. The fondation is good but it will need a little polish. I am sure a patch will come
mid june for this I will edit my comment when new update will come. Nobody appreciates more than me a developer that tries
to revive the old ways of video games. However, games today have to have mechanics that can hold your attention. NES
sidescrollers are a dime a dozen, so it's no wonder that only a handful of them became popular with gamers. Oniken compares
more to those random obscure sidescrollers when it should be more comparable to the memorable ones like Ninja Gaiden.

In honor of this game's admirable attempt to revive the NES era, I will review it as any magazine from the old days would.

---

Controls - 3/5 - Movement in Oniken is extremely fast which often leaves you little time to react to an enemy. Pressing up and
attack uses a grenade, but pressing up while in the air halts your forward movement which can lead to accidental deaths when
you push up.

Graphics - 4/5 - The cutscenes are decent, but the sprite animations are boring. The main character's run cycle is only about 3 or
4 frames. Backgrounds really capture the spirit of NES era graphics and are well made.

Sound - 2/5 - Music is acceptable, but has no melody to it and is easily forgettable. The sound effect you'll be hearing the most
is the sword swing. Strangely, most of the other sound effects are barely audible.

Replayability - 2/5 - The game is extremely linear and doesn't offer any deviation from the main path. The only benefit of
replaying the game is having an easier time due to prior knowledge of enemy placement and mechanics. Some secrets can be
found in destructible walls.

---

I enjoyed the novelty of playing something that felt like an NES game on Steam, but that's about the extent of my enjoyment.
Getting it cheap in a bundle is the only way I could recommend it. Paying full price is highly discouraged.. Terrible Game. now
my waifu has an even fluffier tail. great game with mix element of simulation, visual novel but I still think this game is too short
with this price, I hope It will have much more contents than that :D. I really loved playing through this. It was relaxing, the
characters were interesting, and the puzzles weren't hard enough to leave you stuck for hours. Wonderful to sit back and just
relax with for a while.. There aren´t many visual novels about zombies and they do a great job telling the story. This one here
really has a unique style and I hope WW plans a sequel.

If you like Winter Wolves games, buy it. If you didn´t like them, take a look anyway. You might be pleasantly surprised.

10/10. Got laid three times by three different girls.. Abandond by Devs STAY AWAY! Its not worth anything. If you want a
game like this just play Trove its better and free.. Just check the Twitter and Github page of the Dev.
This Game is OpenSource since a while,
and is NOT getting any updates on Steam what so ever.. Hoooo boy, did this game get under my skin, and not in the way it's
meant to. I should preface this by saying I really loved the first one for being a solid-if-simple survival horror game with a
laughably bad plot and translation. This game starts off down the same route but fell on its face for me really quick.

The game seems to be very similar to the first, but they've overhauled how the camera works. It's very inconsistent as to when it
will and won't let you go into 3rd person mode. This isn't a huge deal to me, but I can understand that might be frustrating for
others.

The plot and dialogue seem equally laughably bad as the first, and I was really looking forward to burning through this game for
laughs. Unfortunately, in the second chapter, I got stuck at a door the was obviously the only way forward. I spent half an hour
running around the level trying to figure out why the door wouldn't open for me. Eventually I caved and watched a walkthrough.
The person in the walkthrough simply walked through the door without doing anything first. I read a text walkthrough, sure that
I had missed something, and it said you just go through the door. I was on the verge of rage uninstalling right there, but I
decided to reload a previous save and give it another shot. The door opened on the first try.
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Maybe this was just a one off and wasn't going to happen again, but it put me in a horrible mindset for the next section. After a
cutscene with some enjoyably bad dialogue, I went into another room with a certain selection of characters only to find out that
I hadn't brought the right characters with me, and that I'd have to run back to the safehouse to get the right ones. On top of that,
I got into a combat encounter that the game made it very clear (through a bit of dialogue) that I was going to need to rely on the
game's AWFUL AI to help me out in a situation as I wasn't playing it co-op.

That was the last nail in the coffin for me. The game is set up so that there are environmental puzzles that only certain characters
can solve, and it doesn't tell you which ones you're going to need in advance. To make matters worse, unlike the first game (at
least as far as I can tell), there's no way to fast travel back to the safe area to change them.

Unless you've got unreasonable amounts of patience for backtracking and redoing things when your stupid AI companion
doesn't help, you're probably gonna want to skip this one.
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